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Abstract: Crystopal is a mechanically strong yet highly decorative plastic with a translucent and
crackled appearance that was produced in the 1960s by the artist and plastics engineer Armand G.
Winfield (1919–2009) and his company, Crystopal, Ltd. Many of Winfield’s collected plastic objects
are housed within the Syracuse University Libraries, but some lack complete archival descriptions,
including plastic compositions. To address this, the non-invasive and non-destructive determina-
tion of the polymer identities in Winfield’s artifacts was performed by Raman spectroscopy. Our
studies generally begin with the database matching of an artifact spectrum to that of a polymer
standard, but when objects known to be fabricated from Crystopal were analyzed, a database of over
100 representative polymers failed to yield the chemical identity of the plastic. However, the Raman
spectrum of Crystopal displayed a unique chemical fingerprint that revealed it to be composed of an
unsaturated polyester crosslinked with styrene. This Raman spectrum was added to the database
and used as reference for the unambiguous identification of Crystopal artifacts, distinguishing them
from decorative plastics with similar appearances. The addition of Crystopal to the polymer database
provides a pathway toward establishing artifact provenance and preserving objects crafted from this
unique and decorative plastic.
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1. Introduction

The mid-twentieth century was an era when the use of plastic products became
ubiquitous. Plastics were engineered to create almost everything from industrial parts to
tableware [1]. While the changeover from natural to plastic materials was considered to
be practical and cost-saving, many times, these products were also esthetically pleasing.
The physical nature of plastic permits different formulations that achieve a great variety
of mechanical and esthetic results. This combination of practical and artistic qualities
enabled plastic’s rise into popular culture [2]. Pioneering plastics engineer and artist
Armand G. Winfield (1919–2009) is an example of an innovator who advanced the use of
plastics in many spheres. During his expansive career, Winfield combined his technical
knowledge and artistic skill to formulate specialized plastics and manufacturing techniques
to produce a wide assortment of goods, including jewelry, decorative domestic items, and
architectural materials. Some highlights of Winfield’s career were designing and directing
the construction of 13 pavilions and exhibits for the 1964 New York World’s Fair, consulting
for the United Nations to build low-cost durable housing, and developing lightweight
fiber-reinforced plastic sets with the Metropolitan Opera in New York City [3,4]. He was
also elected as a fellow of the Society of Plastics Engineers in 2000 [5], and his work was
collected by the Cooper Hewett Museum Archive [4].

A lesser-known chapter of Winfield’s story took place in the 1960s. It began when he
traveled to France to learn and license the recently patented technique for making Crystopal, a
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decorative plastic with a crackled, translucent appearance and strong mechanical properties [6].
The crackling and pigmentation in the plastic could be altered to change its appearance,
including the amount of light scattered by the crackles and the amount of transparency.
The different formulations of Crystopal might have been inspired by crackle (ice) glass and
uranium glass [7–11]. Winfield was taught to make this decorative plastic directly by Jean
Pierre Fisholle, whom Winfield credits [6] as inventing the technique. However, the Crystopal
patent [12] names Samuel Guyot as the patent owner. This patent covers the formulation and
process for making artistic and decorative objects, including statues.

In January of 1963, Winfield established Crystopal, Ltd., in Hazardville, Connecticut.
According to an unnamed spokesperson for Crystopal, Ltd., Winfield’s vision for the
company was to custom-make decorative works from plastic [13]. Winfield adapted the
original formulation of Crystopal to American manufacturing processes [6] and used
Crystopal to produce material samples and decorative domestic articles, many of which are
now held by the Special Collections Research Center at the Syracuse University Libraries
(SCRC-SUL) [14]. The company also trademarked a product called Crystolume [15,16],
which was made into plastic ornaments painted in the style of stained glass. Crystopal Ltd.
even produced an 8’ × 4’ mosaic plastic mural for the Hartford Connecticut Chamber of
Commerce [13]. Despite the innovative use of plastics, Winfield’s company was a short-
lived venture, and Crystopal, Ltd., closed by 1966 [17]. Even so, Winfield and Crystopal are
part of the mid-twentieth-century history of plastics in American popular culture.

In addition to being a plastics artist and engineer, Winfield collected plastic art and
artifacts, and he archived his many professional documents. Today, collections of his
various works and papers are preserved within the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design
Museum, the National Museum of American History Archives Center, the University of
New Mexico Center for Southwest Research and Special Collections (UNM-CSWR-SC),
and the SCRC-SUL. While the SCRC-SUL Plastics Artifacts Collection (PAC) holds the
entire known collection of Crystopal objects, UNM-CSWR-SC holds many of Winfield’s
papers, including a small file on Crystopal, Ltd. For example, this file contains a magazine
article [7] displaying a photograph of a tabletop appearing to be made of Crystopal in the
same color combination as Artifact E in this study. These institutions acknowledge the
value of Winfield’s career and professional output by collecting and preserving his work
and through their commitment to providing access to researchers and curators in the field
of cultural heritage.

The Crystopal objects held by SCRC-SUL were obtained from the National Plastics
Center and Museum (NPCM) when it closed in 2008. Most of these artifacts were originally
donated to NPCM by Winfield, yet some of their archival descriptions are incomplete, and
questions remain about these artifacts. In an effort to learn more about their Crystopal
holdings, SCRC-SUL began a collaboration with the Syracuse Chemistry of Artifacts Project
(SCOAP). The goal of this study is to use Raman spectroscopy (RS) to characterize the
polymer content of artifacts lacking archival descriptions of their material identities. RS
was chosen because it can noninvasively and nondestructively [18–20] obtain a chemical
fingerprint for an object that can be used to uncover its composition. This technique uses
laser light that is scattered from the surface of an object and does not require sampling
of the material. The scattered light is collected by a fiber-optic probe that is held at or
near the surface of the object. Furthermore, the technique is portable and relatively quick
(<10 min) [18–22]. RS is generally successful when analyzing plastics, and others have
described the advantages and disadvantages of RS in more detail [18–24].
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The methodology used in this study was previously described and involved the compi-
lation of the SCOAP library of Raman spectra for 134 reference plastics [25]. Raman spectra
of artifacts are compared to the reference spectra using data-matching software to help
identify their plastic compositions. In addition to database matching, a visual inspection
of the artifact spectra is required prior to making a conclusive positive identification. For
example, in our study of mid-twentieth-century plastic purses [25], the population of the
SCOAP library was found to be sufficient for unambiguously identifying their plastic
contents. However, at the beginning of this Crystopal study, the first artifact analyzed did
not positively match any of the database reference plastics. At this point, the need arose for
a better understanding of the composition of Crystopal and for adding Crystopal as a new
reference material to the library. This inclusion helps enable the identification of authentic
pieces of unlabeled Crystopal in both current and future studies.

In addition to examining well-documented Crystopal artifacts, four objects with
incomplete archival descriptions originating from Winfield’s personal collection were
analyzed. These artifacts have some visual similarities to the documented Crystopal
objects, and RS was used to identify their polymer compositions. In part, the interest in the
material identities of these pieces in Winfield’s collection was to help uncover the origins
of these objects since a close match to the Crystopal reference could link that artifact to
Winfield’s time at Crystopal, Ltd.

A further goal of this spectroscopic study was to uncover evidence of formulation
variations and product development during Winfield’s tenure at Crystopal, Ltd., since
he was known to experiment with plastics to achieve desirable and innovative effects
throughout his career [4,5]. Revealing the chemical identity [26,27] of Crystopal also
helps to address concerns about the aging and degradation of these plastic artifacts. In
this case, the particular concern is the preservation of artifacts having a novel plastic
formulation. Raman spectroscopic studies revealing an artifact’s composition aid the
process of selecting conservation techniques matched to the requirements of particular
polymers. The preservation of Winfield’s collection is critical to the SCRC-SUL’s mission
of conserving the historical record of plastics in America and making Crystopal artifacts
available to scholars.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Raman Instrument and Data Analysis

An overview of the artifact analysis process is provided here; however, detailed de-
scriptions of the experimental and data analysis methodologies are provided in a previous
publication [25]. Raman spectra were obtained using a B&W Tek iRaman Plus portable
spectrometer (B&W Tek, Plainsboro, NJ, USA), which was equipped with a 785 nm laser,
a fiber-optic probe with an 85 µm spot size, and a CCD detector with a spectral range of
65–3400 cm−1 and a resolution of 4.5 cm−1. One-second exposure times were averaged
over 225 acquisitions at 50% laser power (approximately 100 mW). BWSpec software (B&W
Tek, v. 4.11) was used for instrument control, data acquisition, and baseline correction.

A database of reference spectra was constructed as described previously [25] using the
BWID software (B&W Tek, v. 2.03). The same BWID software was used to analyze and match
reference spectra to spectra collected from artifacts. This software uses a Savitsky–Golay
first-derivative function for data pre-processing and peak correlation analysis. The spectral
region of 200–2600 cm−1, a region containing peaks resulting from common functional groups
found in plastics, is used for the analysis. All data from this region are available in the
Supplementary Information file, Figures S1–S5. The correlations are expressed as a hit quality
index (HQI), with a value of 100 meaning exact numerical equality and a value of 0 meaning
no correlation between data sets. A score of >90 reveals a positive match.
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2.2. Reference Polymers and Artifacts

Reference polymers (134 different samples) used in the SCOAP spectral library were
obtained from several sources. The majority of the reference samples were purchased as kits
from Scientific Polymer Products Inc., Ontario, NY, USA (Scipoly.com, Polymer Sample Kit
#205) and The ResinKit Company, Woonsocket, RI, USA. Additionally, industrial samples
obtained from the PAC at SCRC-SUL and donations from the Plastics Pioneers Association
were used as reference polymers.

All artifacts analyzed in this study are housed in the SCRC-SUL. Their accession
numbers, descriptions, and data from SCRC-SUL records [14] are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Artifact numbers, physical descriptions, and library catalog information.

Artifact SCRC-SUL Accession
Number Description of Appearance

SCRC-SUL Catalog
Identification of

Manufacturer/Donor

A 2003.1335 Candle holder, cylindrical, pale
green, labeled “Original Crystopal” Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM

B 2010.085 Paper weight, spherical, pale green,
labeled “Original Crystopal” Crystopal Ltd./Jeanne DeBell

C 2003.1203 Sample slab, green Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

D 2003.1318 Sample slab, green & blue Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

E 2003.1313 Sample slab, green & gold, layered Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

F 2003.1334 Candle holder, cubic, green Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

G 2003.1204 Doorknob, amber (with metal
fitting)

Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

H 2003.1336 Doorknob #14, magenta Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

I 2003.1337 Doorknob, amber Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM

J 2003.1338 Doorknob, yellow (with metal
fitting)

Crystopal, Ltd./NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

K 2003.1297 Horse bust, light green with dark
green swirls, lacks crackling

Unidentified/NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

L 2003.1291
Fish-shaped tray, green with gold
paint detail and embedded gold

glitter, lacks crackling

Unidentified/NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

M 2005.27b Translucent sphere with embedded
bubbles, lacks crackling

Unidentified/NPCM, originally
from Armand Winfield

N 2003.1333

Small, bulb-shaped decorative
objects (paperweights), six colors:

blue, yellow, milky orange,
red-orange, milky orange with a

white tip, transparent orange

Unidentified/NPCM

Scipoly.com
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis of Two Original Crystopal Objects and the Establishment of a Crystopal Reference

While many of the artifacts from this study are identified as Crystopal in the SCRC-
SUL catalog (Table 1), only Artifacts A and B are identified as original pieces of Crystopal
with manufacturer-affixed labels (Table 2). Raman spectra of these labeled artifacts were
acquired, and the data were analyzed using the BWID software. In both cases, the best
match was the styrene/allyl alcohol copolymer (ST/AA) reference, with an HQI of 89.3
for Artifact A and an HQI of 85.6 for Artifact B. This result was surprising since library
records [14] identify Crystopal as a reinforced polyester, and this closest-match reference
polymer lacks an ester functional group while still having a moderate HQI value. In
our previous work [25], an HQI value of >90 was used as a cutoff for the first step in
establishing a positive match, with a visual inspection always required before a final
determination of the polymer identity is made. The visual inspection of the spectra of
Artifacts A and B (Figure 1) reveals that these objects are nearly identical in composition.
The artifact spectra show similarities to the ST/AA copolymer reference in that they
contain characteristic polystyrene (PST) bands at 1000 cm−1 (ring breathing), 620 cm−1

(in-plane ring deformation), 1455 and 1600 cm−1 (in-plane ring stretching), and aromatic
C-H stretching at 3060 cm−1 [28–30]. This comparison of the ST/AA copolymer to the
Raman spectra of Artifacts A and B reveals that the classic aromatic bands associated with
styrene-containing polymers are found in all three spectra and explains the correlation
found by the software. However, the artifact spectra have one critical difference from other
styrene-containing polymers, a prominent broad peak at 1728 cm−1 that is characteristic
of ester carbonyl stretching. The reference ST/AA copolymer spectrum lacks this peak
since it does not contain an ester functional group. This precludes assigning the polymer
composition of Artifacts A and B as a ST/AA copolymer and also highlights the importance
of a careful visual inspection as part of the identification process rather than relying entirely
on data-matching algorithms.

The SCRC-SUL catalog [14] lists the material identity of Crystopal as reinforced
polyester, and the artifact spectra do exhibit a characteristic ester carbonyl stretching peak;
however, the BWID analysis failed to match the artifact spectra with any polyester stan-
dards in our database. These polyesters include polybutylene terephthalate, polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), polyethylene terephthalate glycol-modified, and polycaprolactone
(PCL). While none of these references is selected by the BWID analysis as a match, it is
useful to make a comparison of two of our polyester references, PET and PCL, to Artifacts
A and B (Figure 1). The carbonyl stretching bands in the spectra for Artifacts A and B are at
1728 cm−1 and are similar to that of PCL at 1724 cm−1. Likewise, Koenig’s study [31] of
a maleic anhydride-glycol polyester (MA-G) has a carbonyl peak at 1730 cm−1. A higher
Raman shift is to be expected for aliphatic esters [29], as illustrated by these results. In
contrast, the carbonyl stretching band in the PET spectrum is shifted to 1664 cm−1, typical
of aromatic esters. Furthermore, Koenig’s study [31] included the Raman spectrum of the
MA-G resin crosslinked (cured) with ST. This spectrum is very similar to the spectra of
Artifacts A and B, having both the ester band at 1730 cm−1 and the characteristic PST bands.
Ultimately, it can be concluded that the Crystopal artifacts contain aliphatic esters.
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Table 2. Photos of Artifacts A and B.
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One other reference polymer from the SCOAP library related to this study is the
styrene-maleic anhydride (ST/MA) copolymer. Since Crystopal contains similar monomers,
one might wonder why there was no match with that reference during the BWID analysis.
This particular ST/MA copolymer is a vinyl polymer containing anhydride functional
groups pendant to the polymer backbone. There are no ester linkages, and thus it lacks an
ester carbonyl band. See Figure S1. in the Supplementary Information for more details.

Since Crystopal was patented, the next step in the study was to obtain the original
French patent [12] issued in 1958. The patent reveals the formulation of Crystopal to be a
combination of two mixtures. The first mixture contains lupersol (an organic peroxide), a
polyester resin, and a colorant. The second mixture contains styrene and cobalt naphthenate.
The concentration of cobalt naphthenate can be adjusted to control the amount of crackling.
These mixtures are reacted in a mold containing glass fibers.
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Information from the patent combined with the spectroscopic data leads us to infer
that Crystopal is made from an unsaturated, aliphatic polyester resin, providing a double
bond along the polymer backbone. Such polyester resins are commonly synthesized by
condensation reactions between an unsaturated cyclic anhydride or dicarboxylic acid
and a glycol, for example, maleic anhydride and ethylene glycol [31–33]. The unsaturated
polyester resin is then crosslinked (cured) by addition polymerization with styrene using an
organic peroxide initiator and cobalt naphthenate as an accelerator and crackling promotor.
This reaction produces the thermoset plastic Crystopal and makes it a glass fiber–reinforced
(GFR) unsaturated polyester-styrene (UP/ST) copolymer.

With this understanding of the composition of Crystopal, the Raman spectrum of
Artifact A was added to the SCOAP reference library. Artifact B was reanalyzed by the
BWID software, and it matched the new reference for Crystopal with an HQI of 99.65. This
analysis demonstrates that even visually identical spectra will have some differences in
HQI values due in part to the intrinsic noise contained in all spectroscopic measurements.
HQI values > 99 indicate extremely high-quality matches between spectra. This result also
demonstrates that the pigment differences in the case of Artifacts A and B do not interfere
with polymer identification. The BWID match, along with the visual inspection, shows
that Artifacts A and B have essentially identical polymer compositions. Since Artifact A
was part of Winfield’s personal collection and matches so closely with the other labeled
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object (Artifact B) and its Raman spectrum contains peaks arising from all of the expected
functional groups, it is the best available standard reference for Crystopal.

3.2. Analysis of product Samples and Domestic Items Originating from Winfield’s Personal
Collection and Discussion of the HQI Values for Artifacts B–J

Winfield produced many samples of Crystopal, including Artifacts C, D, and E
(Table 3), and Raman spectra were obtained for these artifacts (Figure 2). The spectra
for Artifacts C and D were analyzed by the BWID software, and both spectra showed
HQI values > 97, matching the Crystopal reference. Visual inspection verifies this analysis
since both the typical PST peaks and the ester carbonyl stretch peak are evident. Multiple
spectra of Artifact E were taken since this piece is layered with three sections: a completely
transparent (lacking any crackling effect) top and bottom and a crackled middle layer. The
crackled middle layer is visually typical of Crystopal, while the uncrackled, transparent
character of the top and bottom layers does not fit the description from the patent [12] or
library description [14]. In all three layers, the Raman spectra match each other by visual
inspection and have HQI values > 98, matching the Crystopal reference. These results
demonstrate that Winfield was producing items from uncrackled Crystopal in addition to
the usual crackled product.

In addition to the sample slabs, Winfield produced decorative items from Crystopal for
household use, including candle holders (Artifacts A and F), paperweights (Artifact B), and
doorknobs (Artifacts G–J). See Tables 2 and 4 for photos of these artifacts. Raman spectra of
these domestic items were acquired (Figure 3), and BWID analyses for Artifacts F–J were per-
formed. All five decorative artifacts, originally from Winfield’s personal collection, were found
to match the Crystopal reference spectrum with HQI values > 95. Visual inspection verified
these analyses by identifying the characteristic ester carbonyl stretching peak (1728 cm−1) and
characteristic PST peaks (620, 1000, 1455, 1600, 3060 cm−1). The Raman spectrum of Artifact F
contains several additional small sharp peaks (685, 740, 777, 817 cm−1) and a 1538 cm−1 peak
resulting from heavy pigmentation with phthalocyanine green [34].

Table 3. Photos of Artifacts C, D, and E.

Artifact C
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The HQI values for Artifacts B–J show a range of 95–99. Small differences in HQI values
are expected because of the heterogeneous nature of Crytopal. Some of this character is due to
the varying inclusions of glass fibers and pigments, which can have their own Raman peaks. In
some cases, pigments also contribute fluorescence [24] to the spectrum, causing changes to the
baseline. Both the additional peaks and fluorescence can act to reduce the HQI value during
BWID analysis. Additives to the plastic formulation may not be the whole reason for the range
of HQI values. Beginning in the late 1980s, studies of UP/ST copolymers showed that during
the addition reaction between the UP resin and ST, microstructures form within the bulk plastic.
These microstructures vary in composition and the density of crosslinking and are due to phase
separation between the ST and UP as the reaction progresses. When the ST to UP ratio is low,
significant amounts of competing intramolecular reactions between double bonds on the UP
chain occur, and microgels form, as observed by scanning electron microscopy [35–37]. So, the
range of HQI values could also be attributed in part to heterogeneous microstructures in the
bulk plastic, which cause variations in the Raman spectra. In addition to the heterogeneous
morphology of UP/ST copolymers, deviations in HQI could be due to changes in formulation.
Winfield was known to experiment with plastic formulations [4,5], and it was shown in this
study that he could produce uncrackled Crystopal (Artifact E), which was not described in the
Crystopal patent [12]. So, these variations of match quality are to be expected.
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Figure 3. Raman Spectra of Artifacts F, G, H, I, and J. Peaks marked with “*” originate from phthalo-
cyanine green in Artifact F.

3.3. Analysis of Artistic Pieces Originating from Winfield’s Personal Collection and Discussion of
the Significance of these Results

The final four objects of this study, Artifacts K–N (Table 5), are artistic pieces donated
to the NPCM by Winfield prior to being housed in SCRC-SUL. However, because of
incomplete documentation, it is not known if he crafted these pieces or of what they are
composed. To aid in uncovering such information, we studied these objects with Raman
spectroscopy. Artifact K (Table 5) is a transparent horse bust that is light green with dark
green swirls. The plastic lacks the characteristic crackling of the Crystopal Artifacts A–
J, yet analysis by BWID shows it has an HQI of 95.17 when compared to the Cystopal
reference. Visual inspection of its Raman spectrum (Figure 4) shows characteristic PST
and ester carbonyl stretching peaks. The ester carbonyl peak is shifted to 1728 cm−1 as in
the spectrum of the Crystopal reference, revealing it contains an aliphatic polyester. Even
though Artifact K lacks the characteristic crackling of Crystopal, this study has shown that
Winfield was able to produce uncrackled Crystopal in the case of Artifact E, and the Raman
spectral analysis identifies Artifact K as Crystopal. Artifact K, however, is the only statue
composed of Crystopal, of which we are aware. While it is a unique piece, the Crystopal
patent [12] lists the crafting of statues among the uses for this plastic. Thus, this combined
information indicates the likelihood that Winfield was involved in its creation.
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Table 4. Photos of Artifacts F, G, H, I, and J.
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Table 5. Photos of artifacts K–N.

Artifact K
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Artifact L (Table 5) is a green fish-shaped tray with embedded gold glitter and gold

paint details. It lacks the characteristic crackling effect and is transparent, although slightly
cloudy. There is also a rectangular, white paper label with black printing embedded in the
tail of the fish, which is illegible. Artifact L is the only artifact with an embedded label,
and the label does not resemble those found on Artifacts A and B. A Raman spectrum of
the artifact (Figure 4) was taken, and BWID analysis shows a lack of correlation between
Artifact L and the Crystopal reference, with an HQI value of only 80.11. Visual inspection
revealed characteristic ester carbonyl stretching and peaks typical of ST-containing plastic.
A comparison of the Artifact L and Crystopal reference spectra (with the 1000 cm−1 peaks
normalized) reveals Artifact L has relatively higher intensity peaks at 848, 1038, 1163, 1285,
and 1730 cm−1. Additionally, there are peaks characteristic of the pigment phthalocyanine
green, as in Artifact F. Even though we anticipate heterogeneity among the Crystopal
samples, this correlation is too low for a positive match to Crystopal. As shown in our
previous paper [25], studies with our instrument and plastics library require an HQI value
of >90 for a match, and it is not reasonable to change this protocol since all of the artifacts
that were identified by library records as being Crystopal have HQI values of >95. The
protocol was even reasonable for the heavily pigmented candle holder, Artifact F. Raman
data indicated that Artifact L is made from a UP resin crosslinked with ST, but its polymer
composition is not identical to Crystopal. This analysis adds information to the library
record about the artifact’s composition but does not aid in establishing a connection to
Winfield’s process for making Crystopal.
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green in Artifact F.

Artifact M (Table 5) is a colorless, transparent orb with embedded bubbles and lacks
the crackled effect typical of Crystopal. BWID analysis of the Raman spectrum of Artifact
M (Figure 4) uncovered a very strong correlation to the PST reference with an HQI of 99.12.
A visual inspection of the Raman spectrum of Artifact M showed a lack of polyester peaks
and confirmed the presence of peaks typical of PST: 620, 1000, 1455, 1600, and 3050 cm−1.
While this result proves that Artifact M is not part of Winfield’s Crystopal production,
Winfield used many different plastics throughout his career [4,5]. As the identified donor,
he could have been involved in creating the piece, but this study cannot confirm it.

Artifact N (Table 5) is a collection of six small bulb-shaped objects, described by the
library catalog as paperweights. They are, however, rather small to function as paper-
weights. The bulbs are decorative in nature and crafted in different colors. Their material
appearance is much like Artifacts A–J, having the characteristic crackled effect. BWID
analyses of the Raman spectra (Figure 5) of all six bulbs identify these artifacts as Crystopal
with HQI values > 98, matching the Crystopal reference. Visual inspection reveals spectral
fingerprints of both polyester and PST, verifying these artifacts are Crystopal. This result
lends evidence that Artifacts N were crafted by Winfield or Crystopal, Ltd. Data from
SCRC-SUL records [14] and a summary of the Raman analyses for Artifacts A–N are listed
in Table 6.
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In addition to adding information to library records and helping establish provenance,
the analyses of Artifacts A–N provide chemical insight into their needs for preservation.
While no studies have been published on the preservation of Crystopal, there have been
degradation studies of other GFR UP/ST copolymers. Studies of European art installa-
tions [27,38–41] investigated the degradation and preservation of art made of GFR UP/ST
copolymers and showed results from UV exposure, humidity, temperature variations,
and aging. GFR UP/ST copolymers, including Crystopal [6], have a reputation for being
mechanically strong, yet studies of GRR UP/ST copolymers show they are susceptible
to degradation and require conservation. Degradation resulted in physical damage and
yellowing of the plastics, with studies showing the need to protect this art from UV light
and fluctuations in temperature and humidity. Since Crystopal is a particular type of GFR
UP/ST copolymer, it can be inferred that Crystopal requires the same conservation efforts.
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Table 6. Results of Raman analysis and correlation to database standards.

Artifact SCRC-SUL Accession
Number

SCRC-SUL Catalog
Identification of

Material

Polymer Composition
Determined by

Raman Spectroscopy

Correlation to Database
Standards

A 2003.1335 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal Added as a reference to the

database

B 2010.085 Unidentified (but
labeled as Crystopal) Crystopal 99.65

C 2003.1203 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal 97.88

D 2003.1318 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal 98.22

E 2003.1313 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal

Top (uncrackled) = 98.65
Middle (crackled) = 98.88

Bottom (uncrackled) = 98.13

F 2003.1334 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal Crystopal 95.48

G 2003.1204 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal 98.89

H 2003.1336 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal 98.74

I 2003.1337 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal 98.13

J 2003.1338 Reinforced polyester
(Crystopal) Crystopal 98.76

K 2003.1297 Unidentified Crystopal 95.17

L 2003.1291 Unidentified UP/ST copolymer 80.11

M 2005.27b Unidentified Polystyrene 99.12

N 2003.1333 Unidentified Crystopal

Blue = 98.80
Milky orange = 99.12

Milky orange, white tip = 98.08
Orange = 98.96

Red-orange = 98.62
Yellow = 99.20

4. Conclusions

Raman spectroscopy has provided a non-invasive, non-destructive analytical tech-
nique [18–20] for revealing the polymer composition of mid-twentieth-century plastic
artifacts originating from the personal collection of Armand G. Winfield. Several of these
artifacts, including Artifact A, are well-documented to be made of Crystopal, a unique
plastic manufactured by Winfield’s company, Crystopal, Ltd. Raman spectroscopic data of
Artifact A were combined with information from the 1958 patent to reveal the chemical
composition of Crystopal to be a GFR aliphatic UP/ST copolymer. The Raman spectrum of
Artifact A produced a unique chemical fingerprint for Crystopal, and it was added as a
new reference to the SCOAP library of Raman spectra, allowing for the identification of
artifacts made of Crystopal.

Throughout Winfield’s career, he was known to develop a variety of plastic formula-
tions and manufacturing processes [4,5]. We see evidence of such experimentation in these
Crystopal artifacts, which exhibit a range of crackling, pigmentation, and translucency.
Furthermore, results show that Winfield was able to refine the formulation to achieve a
completely transparent product without crackling.
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Spectroscopic studies provide insights into the origins of Artfacts K–N. While these
artifacts were originally part of Winfield’s personal collection, the source of their fabrication
is unknown. Artifact K, the green horse bust, lacks the crackling effect characteristic of
Crystopal, yet Raman data yielded a positive match to the Crystopal reference. Although
this sculpture is unique to the collection, the strong spectroscopic match combined with
the knowledge of Winfield’s ability to produce crackle-free Crystopal yields evidence that
the horse bust could have been crafted by Winfield or Crystopal, Ltd. Another positive
match to Crystopal was discovered for Artifact N, the small decorative bulbs. Raman
spectroscopic data provide evidence that these bulbs were likely crafted by Winfield or
Crystopal, Ltd.

In contrast, neither Artifact L (fish tray) nor Artifact M (colorless orb) positively
matches the Crystopal reference, and thus, their fabrication cannot be attributed to Winfield
or Crystopal, Ltd., by this study. The composition of Artifact L was found to be made of a
UP/ST copolymer other than Crystopal, and Artifact M was composed of PST, which was
commonly available at the time.

These spectroscopic results, whether identifying the items as composed of Crystopal
or not, can be added to the SCRC-SUL’s archival information about artifacts from Winfield’s
personal collection. The knowledge of their chemical compositions enhances the research
value of these objects locally at SCRC-SUL and as part of the PAC digital collection for
remote use. Such additions to the archival information allow researchers to pose further in-
quiries into these objects’ materiality, origins, creator, and era of manufacture. Uncovering
the chemical nature of Crystopal not only gives insight into the provenance of these artifacts
but also provides information regarding their specific preservation requirements [26,27].
Since Crystopal belongs to the class of GFR UP/ST copolymers, it requires protection
against UV light as well as fluctuations in temperature and humidity. SCRC-SUL is commit-
ted to protecting these artifacts and conserving them as a record of mid-twentieth-century
cultural history and for future scholarly study.
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database matching analysis for Artifacts F-J; Figure S4: Full spectral range (200–2600 cm−1) used in
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Abbreviations

GFR glass fiber–reinforced
HQI hit quality index
NPCM National Plastics Center and Museum
PAC Plastics Artifacts Collection
PCL polycaprolactone
PET polyethylene terephthalate
PST polystyrene
SCRC-SUL Special Collections Research Center at Syracuse University Libraries
ST/AA styrene-acrylic acid copolymer
ST/MA styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer
UNM-CSWR-SC University of New Mexico Center for Southwest Research and Special Collections
UP/ST unsaturated polyester-styrene copolymer
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